Fast broadcasting (FB) is a popular near video-ondemand system where a video is divided into equal size segments those are repeatedly transmitted over a number of channels following a pattern. For user satisfaction, it is required to reduce the initial user waiting time and client side buffer requirement at streaming. Use of additional channels can achieve the objective. However, some augmentation is required to the basic FB scheme as it lacks any mechanism to realize a well defined relationship among the segment sizes at channel transition. Lack of correspondence between the segments causes intermediate waiting for the clients while watching videos. Use of additional channel requires additional bandwidth. In this paper, we propose a modified FB scheme that achieves zero initial clients waiting time and provides a mechanism to control client side buffer requirement at streaming without requiring additional channels. We present several results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed FB scheme over the existing ones.
INTRODUCTION
Video-On-Demand (VOD) is a technology [1] - [3] that provides a mechanism to watch a video of choice at will, free of the choice of other viewers. VOD contains numerous applications for instance movie-on-demand, news-ondemand, distance learning, various interactive training programs etc. The appearance of the internet as a persistent communication medium, and a full-grown digital video technology has made VOD a reality. VOD systems are primarily classified into two types: true VOD and near VOD. True VOD systems can provide instantaneous service by allocation of a dedicated channel to each user, whereas near VOD systems perform channel sharing by introducing some service latency. True VOD is achievable with a small number of viewers where a dedicated channel can be provided to everyone. While considering a large population, it becomes necessary to consider near VOD systems. The principal goal of near VOD system is to minimize the average user waiting time.
Fast broadcasting [4] - [9] is a near VOD broadcasting scheme that divides a video into equal size segments whose duration is equal to the maximum user waiting time. These segments are allocated to a small number of channels of equal bandwidth and successive segments are broadcasted in proper decreasing frequencies using time-division multiplexing. While watching the video, the client needs to buffer some future portion of the video as displaying others. The user waiting time and also the client side buffer in FB depends on the number of channels. These two parameters may need to be tuned based on the demand of a video that may change dynamically over a period of time. This requires an increase in the number of channels in FB scheme.
This channel transition however causes lack of correspondence between the segment sizes before and after transition. Some modified FB schemes [1] [4] pre-buffer a segment of the original video to create a correspondence between segment sizes at transition. The modified scheme achieves the objective using additional channels and also wasting bandwidth (to be explained in Section II).
In this paper, we propose a modified FB scheme that preloads a segment of the video at the client side leading to segment correspondence at channel transition. Unlike the existing approaches, our proposed scheme requires constant number of channels to achieve the abovementioned objective and does not waste any bandwidth. Preloading also leads to zero user waiting time. Analytical results at Section IV reveal the superiority of our proposed technique over the existing ones.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we explain the FB scheme. Some modified FB schemes [1] [4] deal with the channel transition problem and are explained in this section as well.
A. Fast Broadcasting Scheme
In FB scheme [4] - [5] , k channels namely ‫ܥ‬ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ିଵ each of bandwidth b work together to broadcast a video V with the following arrangement:
• With the availability of k channels, V is divided into N segments (Figure 1 
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B. Fast Broadcasting Scheme With
The authors in [1] [4] proposes a Fast Broadcasting (DPFB) scheme t user waiting time and client s dynamically by addressing the cor channel transition. In DPFB, it is a is served with at least ȕ channels. C the video V into ʹ ఉ equal size nonis assumed that the last segmen preloaded in a buffer at client side ( k channels ‫ܥ‬ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ିଵ are alloca is preloaded into client side the FB follows:
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III. PROPOSED VOD SCHEM
The objective of the proposed method arrangement so that the objective of redu waiting time and dynamic control of cl requirement is possible without requ alues of buffer control haded region refers to m channel requirement k=3 scheme at different ferent values of k the sted thus requiring me data segments reloaded (e.g. ܵ ଷ even though it is ds to wastage of ME d is to setup an uced initial user lient side buffer iring additional channels. Our proposed Channel T Broadcasting (CTFB) scheme is foundations:
• It is assumed that a video V channels.
• Considering a partition of t size non-overlapping segmen first segment V PB (Figure 4) i the client side.
• There is a client buffer con the video V is divided into ʹ ୩
Considering that V PB is preloade Ȗ channels ‫ܥ‬ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ఊିଵ allocated control parameter k the proposed C the following arrangement:
transmitted periodically (Fi where ‫א‬ ሼͲǡͳǡ ǥ ǡ െ ͳሽ.
Note that the segments ܵ ଵ ǡ ܵ broadcasted in our proposed sche preloaded at the client side buffer scheme we achieve the followings:
• The preloaded segment VPB ଶ ౡషȖశ ୩ for any k. As the nu transmitted starts from ଶ ౡషȖ ୩ broadcast already preloaded region in Figure 4 ). Un preloaded segments are tran 3) scheme leading to wastage • As the first segment VPB i buffer, the user can start w time. The remaining segme on the different channels tran This leads to zero initial u proposed CTFB scheme. In user waiting time is propo ǻ ୈ ୩ .
• There exists a definite r segments at change of k. As is preloaded at the client atching the video at any ents are always available nsmitted from the server. user waiting time in the DPFB scheme the initial ortional to segment size relationship among the It can be observed that changing k segment size that thus the buffer r thus called the client buffer control p
• As the segment size is controlled control parameter k number of chan required in CTFB leading to r bandwidth. The situation is clarified i
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSS
In this section, we present some resu performance of CTFB and at the same com DPFB and CTFB scheme. For analysis we a video of size 10 MB and client playback The results are reported from Figure 6 features of CTFB and relevant discussio next:
A. Zero user waiting time
In the CTFB scheme, there is no user client. When a user starts watching a vi served instantly with the preloaded segment end buffer. The remaining segments are d the channels. As the user can start instantly user waiting time. Figure 6 shows the co waiting time for user of FB, DPFB and C can be observed that the user waiting time decreases with increased number of chan CTFB it is always zero.
B. Channel requirement
In CTFB, the segment size (and thus c requirement) is controlled by a parameter k channel is always Ȗ and the server is free o managing additional bandwidth dynamica DPFB the segment size (and thus user w buffer) is reduced by increasing the num This requires server overhead for m bandwidth. A comparison of the requi channels at different segment sizes is pres Note that the number of channels in CT whereas is in FB and DPFB channel require with increased segment size.
C. Reduced bandwidth requirement
In DPFB scheme, the segments ܵ ଶ ǡ ܵ ଶ ା periodically broadcasted through C i where scheme the segments ܵ ଶ ೖషംశ ାଵ ǡ ܵ ଶ ೖషംశ ାଶ ǡ periodically transmitted through channel ሼͲǡͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݇ െ ͳሽ. Fewer segments need to be k CTFB
k will change the requirement. k is arameter.
by client buffer nnel transition is reduced use of in Figure 5 . CTFB. With increased number of channels this difference is even bigger. This is evidenced from the comparison of the number of segments to be transmitted for FB, DPFB and CTFB scheme in Figure 7 .
D. Zero bandwidth wastage
In CTFB scheme, the preloaded segments are not transmitted leading to no wastage of bandwidth. In DPFB scheme the segments ܵ ሺଶ ഁ ିଵሻൈଶ ೖషഁ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܵ ଶ ೖ ିଵ are transmitted even though they are preloaded at the client side buffer (the shaded region in Figure 4 ). The number of redundant channels to be transmitted increases exponentially. This is portrayed in Figure 8 . Note that in FB scheme the redundant segments are transmitted.
E. Same buffer required as DPFB
The client side buffer requirement in CTFB depends on k and Ȗ as evidenced from (9) . In DPFB as well the size of the buffer depends on the value of ȕ and k. For the sake of fairness, if the same values are assumed for both of these parameters, the buffer requirement for FB, DPFB, and CTFB is presented in Figure 9 . Note that the buffer requirement for DPFB and CTFB scheme is same but is higher than FB scheme. As FB scheme does not preload any data it requires fewer buffers. Also note that CTFB can control the buffer size at client end with k. The higher the value of k the lower buffer required at the client side.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a modified Fast VOD scheme that is capable of serving at constant number of channels while achieving the objective of reduced bandwidth and providing a parameter to control client end buffer size. As it does not transmit preloaded video segments CTFB does not waste bandwidth. As users can start from the buffer instantly the user waiting time becomes zero. Like DPFB scheme CTFB also imposes the constraint of preloading some part of the video beforehand.
